Versamark printing solutions

Kodak Versamark CS150 system controller
Easy to use system controller

Features a true graphical user interface
CS150 system controller features easy to use Microsoft
Windows XP-based mailscape software to control Kodak
Versamark narrow format printing systems. It is a modular
software package that controls the entire printing process,
from reading input files to creating the layout and
controlling the printers.
CS150 features a truly graphical user interface with
WYSIWYG print preview capabilities. With its integrated
support of printer diagnostics and database file inputs,
CS150 becomes the ideal choice for barcoding and date
coding, addressing, personalization and other variable data
imprinting applications.

From the production screen you can see production
results in real time and can reprint any document in
the job with the click of a button.
CS150 permits configurations of as many as three
printers (depending on printer model), which gives you
a wide array of printing options.
In addition to being flexible, the CS150 system controller
with mailscape software is also powerful. With read
and image technology the mailscape software has the
ability to connect to external input devices like camera
systems and barcode readers, process their input,
perform database lookups and instruct the printer to
print the corresponding data.

General specifications | Kodak Versamark CS150 system controller
Printers supported
DS5120, DS5122, DS5240
DS4300,
DS4350,
DS7122
Operating system
Windows XP
Input formats*
Access
Excel
Fixed length
Delimited
Field count
DBase
FoxPro
Paradox

Maximum record length
Fixed and delimited: 32,767 bytes
Others: Database dependent
Maximum number of fields
245
Maximum field length
Fixed and delimited: 32,767 bytes
Others: Database dependent
Maximum fixed text length
32,767 characters
Print parameters
Language, print density, rotation (0°, 90°, 180°,
270°), normal or reverse

Line spacing
Font defined or user defined
Resolutions supported
5000 Series and DS7122
120 x 120 dpi
120 x 240 dpi
240 x 240 dpi
240 x 480 dpi
DS4300 and DS4350
300 x 300 dpi
300 x 600 dpi

*Check with your local sales representative for specific
versions supported.
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Document length
0.5” to 136” (depending upon printer resolution)
– 5000 series and DS7122
0.5” to 12” –DS4300 and DS4350
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